1st KMH Computers - Business Solution Specialists

Laptop Repairs

Servicing or repairing your laptop can be a complex issue and choosing a reputable firm usually will come from a referal,
but if you are taking time to find a UK laptop repair company on the web you need to know they are professional and
trust worthy, after all you spent enough money in buying your laptop. Choosing a laptop repair company that is
knowledgable and has your interests as the priority is what you need.
1st KMH Computers know the laptop repair business , we have been professionals in the UK laptop industry for years.
We have undertaken the repair and service of almost all makes of laptop, from the well known brands of Sony Vaio , Dell
, and Toshiba to bespoke specialist units.
To undertake the repair or service of your laptop, we have to diagnose the problem, this intails a detailed review. At
firstkmh we employ the highest level laptop engineers, our engineers can repair down to component level. We have the
skill set to service or replace anything from a zener diode to a full CPU assembly.
All you need to do is fill in our contact form with the details of your problem. We will then contact you and explain how
you can send the broken laptop to us.
When your laptop has arrived at our workshop, we will call you to confirm receipt on the same day. Within 3 days we will
contact you with a diagnosis and quotation with a lead-time on any spares required if they are out of stock.
If you accept the quotation we will give you a date for delivery, carry out the work, clean the laptop and return it to you. If
you reject the quotation we will return your broken laptop at no extra cost to you, except postage.

http://www.firstkmh.co.uk
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